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 For t=1  to T do

 receive instance                and advice  

 predict 

 receive label

 incur loss

 Objective: minimize regret, i.e., difference of 
total loss incurred and that of best expert.
Regret(T) = 



- Freund and Schapire
 It is the variant of the problem of prediction 

with expert advice
 A learner assigns probabilities to a fixed 

set of actions with time.
 At each time, Loss of action i is 
 The learner incurs a loss equal to expected 

loss of actions for that round 



 the ‘regret’ of the learner to an action “i” is 
the difference between the learner’s 
cumulative loss and the cumulative loss of 
that action

 Goal of the learner is to achieve on any 
sequence of losses, low regret to the best 
action i.e. the action with the lowest 
cumulative loss



 Is the most popular solution to the DTOL 
problem

 Each action is assigned a probability that 
depends on the cumulative loss of this action 
and a parameter  η also called the learning 
rate 

 Regret’s upper bound = 
T : iterations
N: Number of Actions



 For action i at time t
 Total Loss 

 Exponential Weight
 Probability 

 Basic idea : To reduce probability of lossy
actions, but not all the way to zero



 Consider tracking the hidden state of an 
object in a continuous state space from noisy 
observations.



 Action:  
A path (sequence of states) over the state 
space

 The loss of an action at time t : 
The distance between the observation at 
time t and the state of the action at time t

 Goal of the learner: 
To predict a path which has loss close to that 
of the action with the lowest cumulative loss.



 Existing algorithms have parameters 

 Learning rate η

 Polynomial degree d

 They are typically set as a function of N, the 
number of actions. 

 For many practical problems, N is large, and 
many actions have similar losses. 

 It is not understood how to set the learning 
rate η



 When N is very large, the regret to the best 
action is not an effective measure of 
performance i.e. choosing the number of 
effective actions incorrectly may lead to poor 
performance.



 Simultaneously running multiple copies of 
Hedge with multiple values of the learning 
rate

 Choose the output of the copy that performs 
the best in an online way. 

 Drawback : 
This solution is impractical for real 
applications, particularly as N is already very 
large.



 Learner is given access to a set of N actions, 
where N ≥ 2

 In round t, the learner chooses a weight 
distribution pt = (p1,t, . . . , pN,t) over the 
actions 1, 2, . . . ,N.

 Each action i incurs a loss ℓi,t

 Learner incurs the expected loss under this 
distribution 



 Learner’s instantaneous regret to an action i
in round t is ri,t = ℓA,t − ℓi,t

 Cumulative regret to an action i in the first t 
rounds is

 Assumption: The losses ℓi,t lie in an interval of 
length 1

 Goal of the learner: To minimize the 
cumulative regret Ri,t to any action i (e.g. the 
best action), for any value of t



 Initially: 
 Set Ri,0= 0, pi,1 = 1/N for each i.

 For t = 1,2, …
 Each action i incurs loss 
 Learner incurs loss

 Update Cumulative regrets:
for each i



 Find ct > 0 satisfying

 Update distribution for round t + 1:

for each i



 The NormalHedge Algorithm is based on a 
novel potential function

where [x]+ denotes max{0, x}

The Normal-Hedge and Hedge 
potential functions

This function is separately convex in x and c
Differentiable, and twice-differentiable 
except at x = 0



 In addition to tracking the cumulative regrets 
Ri,t , the algorithm also maintains a scale 
parameter ct. 

 ct is chosen so that the average of the 
potential, over all actions i, evaluated at Ri,t

and ct, remains constant at e:



 φ(x, c)is convex in c>0.
 ct is determined with a line search
 The weight assigned to i in round t :

=

 If Ri,t−1 ≤ 0, actions receive zero weight in 
round t.



 It is very simple and easy to implement
 In each round, it simply involves a single line 

search, followed by an updating of weights 
for all actions.

 A better notion of regret is regret to the top ε-
quantile of actions:
 With the cumulative losses of all actions ordered 

from lowest to highest, the difference between 
the cumulative loss of the learner and the [εN]th

element in the sorted list



 The regret bound to the top ε-quantile of 
actions is :

which holds simultaneously for all T and ε.
 In the regret bound, the term involving T has 

no dependence on N => uniformly for all ε
 For ε=1/N, we get the regret to the best action 

upper bounded  that is slightly worse than the 
bound achieved by Hedge. 



 Property of NormalHedge, which Hedge does 
not possess

 Non-zero weights are assigned only to 
actions which perform better than the 
algorithm, others ZERO

 In most applications, we expect a small set of 
the actions to perform significantly better
than most of the actions

 Algorithm will perform better than most of 
the actions



 Main Theorem. If there are N actions, then for 
any 0 < ε < 1 and any t, the regret of Normal-
Hedge to the top ε-quantile of actions after t 
steps is at most

 The regret of Normal-Hedge to the best 
action is at most



The Hedge algorithm 
 Class of the exponential weights algorithms.
 The standard measure of regret is the regret 

to the best action.
 Regret bound : 

+ Weight update does not depend on past 

predictions, but only on past performance. 

- Choice of η requires knowledge of horizon T



 Time-varying learning rates for exponential 
weights algorithms

 Using exponential weights with η = ηt,t in 
round t

 Guarantees regret bounds of
+ This bound provides a better regret to the 

best action than the proposed algorithm

- Still susceptible to poor performance



Exponential weights algorithms with regret to 
the top ε-quantile

 Hedge modified by setting η as a function of ε
 The regret is at most

 Problem: It requires the learning rate to be 
set as a function of particular ε

 This bound does not hold uniformly for all ε



 Yaroshinsky et.al 2004(Machine Learning), 
Hazan et.al 2008(CTOL)’s algorithms:
 Significantly improved bounds when the total loss 

of the best action is small, or when the total 
variation in the losses is small

 Bounds do not explicitly depend on T

 Thus can often be sharper than NormalHedge
Problem

1) Uses different notion of regret
2)Learning rates depend explicitly on N



Polynomial weights algorithms
 Requires a parameter p
 This parameter does not depend on the 

number of rounds T, but depends crucially on 
the number of actions N

 The weight assigned to action i in round t is 
proportional to ([Ri,t−1]+)p−1 for some p>1

 Setting p =2*ln(N) yields regret bounds of the 
form for any T



NormalHedge Algorithm and polynomial 
weights share the feature 

 ZERO weight is given to actions that are 
performing worse than the algorithm

Problem:
 The degree of this weight sparsity is tied to 

the performance of the polynomial weight 
algorithm.



 Performance of NormalHedge compared 
with two representative algorithms: 
 Exponential weighted version of Hedge

 Polynomial Weights algorithm
 In the tracking problem, groups of paths 

which are very close together in the state 
space, will have very close loss-sequences

 Models a practical scenario where multiple 
actions with loss-sequences are almost 
identical



 N - the total number of actions
 n- the effective number of actions (the 

number of distinct actions)
 K - the (effective) number of good actions
 ε - which indicates how much better the good 

actions are compared to the rest.



 T is the number of rounds.
 The instantaneous losses of the N actions are 

represented by a N × T matrix 

Bε,k
N

 The loss of action i in round t is the (i, t)th

entry in the matrix. 



The construction of the matrix is as follows:
 Construct a preliminary n ×T matrix An from  

2d × 2d Hadamard matrix, where n = 2d+1 − 2. 
 Hadamard Matrix :

 A square matrix whose entries are either +1 or −1

 Rows are mutually orthogonal

 For k>2



 This matrix An is obtained from the 2d × 2d

Hadamard matrix by 

1) Deleting the constant row

2) stacking the remaining rows on top of their 
negations

3) repeating each row horizontally T/2d times

4) halving the first column



 When n=6 for A6

 Since n=2d+1 – 2  d=2
 Therefore A6 matrix is constructed from 

22 x 22 Hadamard matrix as shown below

H2

H4

1 1 1 1

1 -1 1 -1

1 1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 1



1 1 1 1

1 -1 1 -1

1 1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 1

Step - 1



-1 1 -1 1

-1 -1 1 1

-1 1 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1

1 1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 +1

Step - 2 
Negate and Stack on the top



-1 1 -1 1

-1 -1 1 1

-1 1 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1

1 1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 1

-1 1 -1 1

-1 -1 1 1

-1 1 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1

1 1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 +1

-1 1 -1 1

-1 -1 1 1

-1 1 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1

1 1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 +1

……
……
……
……
……
……

Step - 3



- 1/2 1 -1 1

- 1/2 -1 1 1

- 1/2 1 1 -1

1/2 -1 1 -1

1/2 1 -1 -1

1/2 -1 -1 1

-1 1 -1 1

-1 -1 1 1

-1 1 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1

1 1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 +1

-1 1 -1 1

-1 -1 1 1

-1 1 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1

1 1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 +1

……
……
……
……
……
……

Step - 4



 A6 for concreteness

 If the rows of An give the losses for n actions 
over time, then on average, no action is 
better than any other



 When losses are given by Aε,k
n

 The first k actions perform better than the remaining 
(n − k) 

 For large T, a typical algorithm will eventually 
recognize this and assign the first k actions equal 
weights (giving little or no weight to the 
remaining n − k)



 Artificially replicate each action (row) N/n times to 
yield the final loss matrix Bε,k

N for N actions:

The replication of actions:
 Affects the behavior of algorithms that set parameters 

with respect to the number of actions N (inflated wrt n)
 Normal-Hedge unaffected having no parameters



 Each action is replicated several times, but 
Exponential Weights and Polynomial Weights 
have parameters set according to the 
nominal number of actions N.



 The performance of NormalHedge is compared to 
representative algorithms named as “Exp” and 
“Poly”

 Exp is a time/variation-adaptive version of Hedge 
exponential weights, 

Vart is the cumulative loss variance
 Poly is polynomial weights which has a parameter p
 p = 2lnN is recommended to guarantee a regret 

bound comparable to that of Hedge.



Exp and Poly actually perform better using the inflated value N (as opposed to n)

This case is an anomaly



Increasing the replication factor affects the performance of Exp and Poly

Exp and Poly become more sensitive to the changes in the total losses of the actions



NormalHedge is completely unaffected by the replication of actions

Exp and Poly are slower to stabilize their weights over these good actions(k>1)



The degradation in performance of Exp and Poly is solely due to the 
sub-optimality in setting their parameters



 Studied the problem of decision-theoretic 
online learning (DTOL)

 Major focus on DTOL when the number of 
actions is very large where previous 
algorithms for learning in this framework 
have a tunable learning rate parameter

 Major Problem: did not understand how to 
set this parameter optimally when the 
number of actions are very large

 Solution: Parameter free Algorithm for DTOL



 New notion of regret: More natural for 
applications with large number of actions

 Result: 

 New Algorithm achieves good performance with 
the new notion of regret.

 Consolation : 

 Performance close to that of best bounds 
achieved by previous algorithms with best tuned 
parameters and previous notion of regret
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